
Elephant Tricks  

Block 5 

Cut background block 9 1/2” x 10 1/2”. 

Prepare all appliqué pieces. 

Position the elephant’s stool pieces 1, 2 & 3. Be sure it is positioned so the 
elephant is slightly to the right side of the block. Fuse in place and edge stitch. 

Position the elephant’s body on the stool with pieces 4 & 5 behind the body piece. 
Fuse in place and edge stitch. Continue with his other front leg and his head. Fuse 
and edge stitch. Position his trunk, fuse and edge stitch. 

Put his hat on and fuse in place. Use a satin stitch to stitch the hat band and then 
edge stitch his hat. 

Position the water and the pail. When satisfied with the placement fuse just the 
water piece and edge stitch using the thread color for the pail. This will appear as 
the back rim of the pail.  Position the fish so it is looking over the top of the pail. 
Fuse and edge stitch. Position the pail, fuse and edge stitch. Make two rows of 
straight stitching as decoration around the top of the pail and another row of 
straight stitches in a semi circle for the handle. 

Attach the elephant’s ear and tail.  

With a washout marker or pencil draw a line from the top of the elephant’s trunk 
down to about 1 inch from the top of the pail. Draw a bow at the top of the line. 
Straight stitch over this line two times or trace over it with a fine point fabric 
marker. 

Draw an s shaped worm at the end of the string. Stitch over it with and narrow 
satin stitch and then stitch it again with a slightly wider, tighter satin stitch. 

Using fabric markers, make the elephant’s eye and smile. Draw a small eye on the 
fish. 

 

 



 


